
TEC Cylinder Series Maintenance and Repair Guide effective 9/97

VALUABLE MAINTENANCE 
INFORMATION

INSTALLATION TIPS!

1.  Adjustable cushions have been pre-set to factory
standards. However, your application may require
further adjustment after load is attached.

2.  Lubrication of bearing grooves on extrusion is not
recommended.

3.  If the TEC cylinder is attached to an externally
guided load be sure that the cylinder is in perfect
alignment with the load.  If load and cylinder are not
parallel binding will occur resulting in  severe 
damage.  Suggestion: Use shoulder bolts to attached
load to carrier. This will allow load to float on 
carrier. 

4.  TEC cylinder is rated for up to 100 psi service.

REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS 

DUST SEAL BAND REMOVAL

1.  Locate four SHCS #8at top of Carrier Insert  #9
and remove. Lift out carrier insert. 

Important Note:One of the faces of the carrier insert is 
numbered i.e. 22. This number matches the number shown on
the carrier #4face. Upon re-installation, the number on the
carrier insert must line up with the number on the carrier face.

2.  Remove SHCS #19from the dust seal band clamp #18
from both ends of the cylinder

3. Unsnap dust seal band #17by lifting it out of extrusion
#39slot.

CARRIER ASSEMBLY REMOVAL

1. Follow Dust Seal Band Removal procedures above.

2. Inspect the center of the carrier. You should see clear wear
strips, p/n 1880-9013. Remove these wear strips. If the carrier
does not have wear strips the carrier is not up to the current
revision level. Inspect the carrier insert #9. On the carrier
insert there are two seal band rollers #10and two roller 
support rods #11. Remove these items as they are superceded
by the wear strips. The wear strips are included with the 
purchase of a new carrier assembly or repair kit and are 
available for individual purchase.

3. The wear strips uncover two SHCS #13. Remove SHCS
from terminal connector #12. The carrier #4is now free.

4. Slide carrier #4 away from terminal connector to end
opposite tensioner. If your cylinder uses tensioners at each
end slide carrier to either end. 

5. Locate tensioner end cap(s) at end of cylinder. On the
back of the tensioner end cap is an access cap. Remove cap.
Using socket wrench with 3/4” socket loosen jam nut but do
not remove. If the cylinder has a tensioner on the opposite
end repeat this procedure.

6. For cylinders with one tensioner, go to opposite end (non
tensioner end) and remove four SHCS #16to detach cylinder
end cap #15.
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7.  Return to terminal connector #12. At the end of the 
terminal connector nearest end cap #15, remove set screw and
detach cable by unscrewing cable terminal screw with a 5/8”
open end box wrench.

8. Using caution to protect cable’s nylon jacket, pull cable out
of extrusion groove and through cylinder head #45.

9.  Using allen wrench, remove four SHCS #28from 
cylinder head #45. Do not remove cylinder head at this time.

10. The bore of each head #45is sealed into each end of the
cylinder tube barrel located inside the extrusion #39.
Delicately turn the head to break the seal between the gasket
#33and the head. Once seal is broken, gently pull head away
from the extrusion to break O-ring tube seal.

11. Slide carrier off extrusion.

FIELD REPLACING CARRIER ASSEMBLY

1. Follow the Dust Seal Band and Carrier Assembly Removal
procedures.

2. After sliding existing carrier assembly off the extrusion.
Inspect extrusion bearing grooves for wear & tear, gouges or
nicks which could damage new carrier and carrier bearings. It
is crucial that bearing groove surface is smooth for optimal
cylinder performance. Consult factory for assistance with
ordering a new extrusion.

3. Inspect extrusion/head gasket #33, to determine if it can be
reused. If gasket can be reused go to step #7. If not, go to step
#4.

4. Again, use caution to protect the nylon jacket on the cable.
Pull cable so that the piston protrudes out of the cylinder tube.
Detach cable terminal screw with 7/16” open end wrench.

5. Peel damaged gasket away from extrusion face. Use 
lacquor thinner or equiv. to clean extrusion face.

6. Spray a light mist to one surface of extrusion/head gasket
with 3M Super 77 spray adhesive or equiv. Attach gasket to
extrusion face matching profile.

7. Slide new carrier assembly onto extrusion. The carrier
assembly has been pre-adjusted at the factory. However,
given slight tolerance variations the carrier assembly may
need to be fine tuned. 

FINE TUNING CARRIER ASSEMBLY

a. Manually slide carrier along entire stroke length. The force
to manually slide the carrier should not exceed 5 pounds. If
the carrier slides adequately no further adjustment is 
necessary. Go to Assembling the TEC Cylinder, step #1. 

b. If you slide the carrier and approach a tight or binding area
on the extrusion adjust carrier over the worst area. 

b.1. Starting at one end of carrier loosen inboard jam nuts #3
not more than a 1/4 turn each. Manually slide carrier along
extrusion length to verify that the carrier rides freely under 5
pounds of force. If acceptable, adjust up outboard jam nuts.
Retest carrier. If tight again repeat procedure and loosen
inboard jam nuts another 1/4 turn. Adjust up outboard jam
nuts and retest.

c. Upon sliding the carrier along the extrusion and the carrier
is noticeably sloppy loosen the outboard jam nuts #3not more
than a 1/4 turn. Adjust up inboard jam nuts. Manually slide
carrier along extrusion again. The carrier should move freely
under 5 pounds of force. If the carrier assembly is still too
sloppy, repeat procedure.

ASSEMBLING THE TEC CYLINDER

This section starts with all other procedures performed.

1. Re-attach cable to piston by applying Blue (not Red) 
Loc-Tite or equiv. to the threads of the cable terminal screw.
Wipe off any excess Loc-Tite.

2. Use caution not to break the head/tube seal at the other end
of cylinder. Re-insert the bore of the cylinder head into the
cylinder tube. 

3. Attach head #45and foot mount to extrustion #39using
SHCS #28. Be careful not to cross thread.

4. Wrap cable around sheave assembly and insert into 
extrusion slot. Attach cable terminal screw to #12terminal
connector using open end 5/8” box wrench. Insert set screw
into terminal connector.

5. Slide carrier assembly over terminal connector and line up
threaded holes. Attach SHCS #13to terminal connector but
do not over tighten. 40 inch pounds of torque is sufficient.

6. Apply and cut to fit wear strips over SHCS #13so that the
entire center portion of carrier is covered.
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7. At this point, apply air pressure to cylinder and check for
leaks around head/extrusion gasket and around cable gland
(area where cable is sealed). If no leaks proceed to next step. If
leaking around head/extrusion gasket, the head is not properly
sealed to the cylinder tube seal. If leaking around cable gland,
you may need a new cable assembly or repair kit.
Consult factory.

8. Attach cylinder end cap #15to head #45using SHCS #16.

9. With the carrier insert #9 removed, physically lay out the 
dust seal band along the entire length of the extrusion #39. If
you are replacing the dust seal band the replacement band must
be trimmed to fit since a few extra inches are added to the 
overall length. If you are not replacing the dust seal band the
orginal band is already cut to fit.

Each end of the dust seal band should extend a 1/2” past each
seal band clamp #18. Do not trim at this time.

10. Position dust seal band and working from the carrier 
outward snap the dust seal band into the extrusion groove. i.e.
Ziploc effect.

If the band is difficult to snap in apply a light film of STP
Lubricant to the grooves on the seal band as well as the grooves
on the extrusion and retry.

11. Once the seal band is snapped into place, verify that all
slack is removed from band. Attach seal band clamps #18 using
SHCS #19 to head #45. At this time, trim off excess seal band
material leaving at least 1/2” of material beyond seal band
clamps.

12. Install carrier insert #9 into carrier #4 by matching up inden-
tification number on carrier insert to indentification number on
carrier. The I.D. numbers must match. 

13. Use four SHCS #8 to tighten carrier insert as shown. Do not
over tighten or cross thread. Adequate torque of SHCS is 40
inch pounds.

14. Go back to tensioner access cap. Using 3/4” socket wrench
tighten jam nut up to 71 inch pounds of torque for TEC 1881
(2” bore) and 98 inch punds of torque for TEC 1882 (2.5” bore).
Replace access cap.

15. Apply air pressure to cylinder and cycle test.

16. Remount cylinder and load. Remove tensioner access cap
and toque jam nut up to 115 inch pounds. Maintain tension for
30 seconds. Loosen jam nuts to remove tension but tight enough
to remove slack. Repeat procedure. Re-torque jam nut to 71

inch pounds for TEC1881 and 98 inch pounds for TEC1882.
Replace access cap.

INSTALLING NEW CABLES

1. Follow Dust Seal Band Removal, Carrier Assembly
Removal, Field Replacing Carrier Assemby procedures.

2. Remove sheave assemblies from both heads. Save retaining
rings for reattachment.

3. Remove the seal gland retaining ring for each head. Save
retaining rings.

4. Pull the cable assembly back through each head to remove.

5. String a new cable assembly back through  the head in
reverse order. Lubricate O-ring on seal gland O.D. Take care in
reseating the seal gland. Do not use sharp instruments, they may
damage the cable seal or the nylon cable jacket.

6. Reinstall the seal gland retaining ring.

7. Replace all seals and gaskets.

8. Remount the sheave assemblies.

9. Follow Assembling the TEC Cylinderprocedures on 
previous page. 

If your TEC cylinder is in a production area where downtime
is critical, we suggest that a spare cylinder be purchased to
insure you from any unforseen mishap.  This would allow
time for the original cylinder to be returned to the factory for
professional repair.  Thus, the original cylinder will be like
new and guaranteed by W.C. Branham Inc. too function 
properly.
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